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About
Waverly Labs
Waverly Labs is an innovative consumer
products company created in 2014. Waverly
Labs is developing smart earbuds at the
convergence of wearable technology and
speech translation called Pilot.
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Pilot Smart Earbuds
Being lost in translation has happened to
everyone, even us, and that's exactly how the
idea was born. Pilot Smart Earbuds use the
latest technologies in speech recognition,
machine translation and hearable technology to
allow users to converse without language
barriers. A second earbud is included for
sharing, and a mobile app allows users to toggle
between languages.
Pilot also supports wireless music streaming,
connected phone calls, and includes a portable
charger. It's the dream of a life untethered, free
from language barriers.
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Our Core Team
12+ years of expertise in the ﬁeld of speech translation technologies,
hearable manufacturing, and growth hacking/marketing. We've developed
an innovative way of applying speech translation engines to our smart
earpiece using patent-pending technology.

Andrew Ochoa

Sergio Delrio Diaz

Georgiy Konovalov

CEO

VP OF PRODUCT

Oversees all business operations and

Manages the Pilot earpiece and translation

The hacker, manages the development of

PhD, Computer Science, Speech Translation.

sales/marketing strategies; developed the

system development, including design

the mobile applications and the integration

Speech translation development strategies

growth hacking strategy and pre-order

engineering and manufacturing (DFMA);

of the speech translation engines

and long-term planning for the Pilot

campaign that generated $2.4MM in sales

designed the ﬁrst generation Pilot

SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER

Nicolas Ruiz
SPEECH TRANSLATION ADVISOR

translation software

in the ﬁrst month
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Pilot Smart Earbuds:
Listen and Converse
How it Works
Pilot uses specially designed noise-cancelling microphones to ﬁlter out ambient noise from
the speech of someone speaking. That speech is then passed through the Pilot app and to
our cloud service where layers of neural-based speech recognition, machine translation, and
speech synthesis engines translate the language. At the end of the funnel, the translated
language is sent to the user with minimal lag.

Listen Mode
Pilot will interpret someone speaking within your close proximity by "listening" for someone
speaking near you and translating their words into your language. You'll hear the translation
in the earpiece and see the translated text on the app.

Converse Mode
Ideal for having conversations with someone who speaks a diﬀerent language. Share your
secondary Pilot earbud with your guest so you both can understand each other in your
native languages.*
*when you share your secondary Pilot earbud with your guest, they will need to pair it with their phone and their Pilot
Speech Translator companion app to join you in conversation.
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Pilot Smart
Earbuds Features
Translates 15 languages and 42 dialects: English, French, German,
Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, Arabic, Greek, Russian, Hindi, Turkish,
Polish, Chinese Mandarin, Japanese, Korean
Available in 3 colors (red, black, white)
Wireless music streaming
Wireless phone calls
Portable Charging Case
Ergonomic design for comfort and sharing
Full day battery life (up to 4 hours of battery life and 16 additional
hours with the portable charging case)
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Frequently Asked Questions
1. What’s included?

5. How does the translation work?

Pilot includes a second earpiece (such as for wireless music

There are two modes: Listen and Converse

streaming), a battery charger (for additional charges on the go) and
an accompanying app that toggles between languages.

2. How much does it cost?
Pilot is currently available for $199 USD and includes access to all 15
languages and a portable charging case.

In Listen mode, Pilot will interpret someone speaking within your
close proximity by "listening" for someone speaking near you and
translating their words into your language. You'll hear the translation
in the earbud and see the translated text on the app.
Converse mode is ideal for having conversations with someone who

3. What languages are supported?

speaks a diﬀerent language. Share your secondary Pilot earbud with

English, French, German, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, Arabic, Greek,

languages.*

your guest so you both can understand each other in your native

Russian, Hindi, Turkish, Polish, Chinese Mandarin, Japanese, Korean
*when you share your secondary Pilot earbud with your guest, they will need to pair it

4. How fast is it?

with their phone and their Pilot Speech Translator companion app to join you in
conversation.

Currently the translation only takes a couple of seconds of delay, but
we are working very hard to get this lag shorter and we will release
updates to the app with every improvement.
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Quotes from Real Customers

I just received my Pilot earpieces today OMG they

Being able to speak to my girlfriend’s mother for the

are amazing! My husband ( An aerospace engineer from

ﬁrst time has broken down walls I never thought possible.

France ) is enthralled with them. We live in Canada. … We

From the bottom of my heart thank you! Looking forward

own a travel company … This could totally be a game

to updates and ﬁxes along the journey as I know this is

changer when I lead tours abroad.

merely the start of a world changing technology.

They have been AMAZING in helping communicating
with Japanese, Spanish, Italian & German clients.

I started using my Pilot Translator in my practice as a
psychotherapist and it works better than I expected.
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Contact Us
press@waverlylabs.com
Waverly Labs
19 Morris Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11205
www.waverlylabs.com/press
www.youtube.com/c/waverlylabsinc
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